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Meanwhile, fury and sorrow enveloped the Constantines. They were helping the cops out with the case. 

“Officer, you must arrest the murderer. My daughter deserves justice.” 

 

“I know. We’re looking into it as best as we can.” Besides the death of Lucy, Cornelius was also worried 

about something else. The terms of the arranged marriage clearly stated it would be void should either 

party were to pass away. 

 

Sera was also helping with the investigation of Eva’s car crash. She was going through the footage of the 

accident. Eva was driving carefully in the footage and did not break any traffic laws, but then a black off-

road vehicle sped up and crashed into her car. Eva’s car spun two times before it came to a halt. The 

mere sight of it almost made Sera’s heart stop. Why did he do that? He could have killed Eva. What did 

Eva ever do to him? 

 

“We’re looking into Eva’s network, and we need your help. Do you know this man?” 

 

The man was dressed in black and wearing a mask. All Sera managed to see were his eyes and nothing 

else. She took a closer look and shook her head. “I have never seen him before, and Eva won’t even get 

near anyone shady. She tries to live a quiet life, and I’m the one handling the business side of things.” 

 

“Does she have a boyfriend?” 

 

Mr. Louie Gilmore. 

 

need his testimonial as 

 

it. He’ll be 

 

“Lucy’s death has something to do with 



 

of curiosity. She and Eva talked about 

 

was murdered earlier. 

 

Sera was shocked. Lucy is Mr. Gilmore’s fiancée, but now 

 

unconscious. Sera told Louie he had to make the 

 

Louie’s forehead. “Are you sure it’s 

 

me it’s her. I don’t think they were lying. Didn’t anyone 

 

shook his head. Why haven’t they told me anything? 


